
THINNER TPW EVAPORATION RATE 
The evaporation rate of a thinner or retarder in the mixed ink also depends on the solving power of the 
individual ink types. Thinners with a high solubility will be retained for a longer period than thinners with a 
low solubility. 

The higher the amount of the solvent addition the longer the period of time until it evaporates and the 
ink physically dries. The following summary indicates the relative evaporation rates in relation to TPWB. 

Example: TPFA evaporates 5 times slower than TPWA, TPWB twice as quick than TPWA. This example 
is intended to be a rough guideline. on this Case TPWB is considered a Fast speed thinner. 

Thinner Evaporation Rate 

POS/B 0,25  quick 
TPWB 0,5 
CA262 0,6 
TPWA / TPWC 1 
TPFA 5 
TPWD 25 slow 

ADDITIVES FOR PAD PRINTING 
Due to the diversity of the pad printing process it is impossible to deliver such inks in ready-to-print 
adjustments. Therefore use of various additives to adjust the pad printing inks to the different environmental 
conditions and printing requirements is necessary. Properties and application of the most important additives 
for pad printing will be described in the following. 

THINNERS 
Thinners are used to adjust the ink to a ready-to-print consistency. Amount of thinner used depends on ink 
type, printing speed, environmental conditions, plate depth and the like. 

• TPWB
This thinner for pad printing inks is suitable for quicker printing speeds aplicable to all kent inks        
considered a Fast evaporation thinner usually used in cold or temperature control enviroments or high 
humitidy scenarios its quicker evaporation allow printing and ink to be transferred with ease to product. 

GENERAL 

Users have to decide in each individual case which additive to use. Use of additives is suitable in certain 
circumstances, however just like with medicines over-dosage of auxiliary agents may have an adverse effect. 
Therefore the most favourable addition amount has to be determined in each case under the local 
circumstances. 

Information given above is only a guideline of measurements you can take to eliminate pad printing 
problems. However, they are to be understood as non-binding advice only. 

MARKING 
Read material safety data sheets prior to processing. 

The material safety data sheets according to 91/155/EWG contain marking in compliance with the regulation 
on dangerous preparations (1999/45/EG) as well as instructions for precautions when processing, handling 
and storing as well as first aid. 

The information given in the material safety data sheet refers to processing as described in this product data 
sheet. 




